
File No.SECR-HQ/100/2020-0/o Dy. CCM/FS/HUSECR 

sOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY 

ADIA Offñce of the 

Principal Chief Commercial Manager 
Bilaspur 495004 (C.G) 

Rates Circular No.176 (G)/2020

No. C/SECR/BSP/Military Trafic /Policy/ Date 
19.10.2020o 

Al SMs/CSMs, CCs/CGSs & Siding Clerks, Weigh Bridge Clerks. All CCIs. Cis of SECR. 
Copy for information and necessary action to: 
DRM: SECR/BSP, NGP, RAIPUR. 
Sr. DCMs, Sr.DOMs: SECR/NGP, BSP, RAIPUR Commercial Control: SECR/BSP 
ARMs: SECR/BIA, KRBA, SDL, BRJN. Principal Director of Audit/SEC Railway/Bilaspur. 
PFA,PCOM, CFTM, PCME, PCE, PCEE, SDGM and CPRO: SECR/BSP. 
FA&CAO/(T), Dy.FA &CAO(T), Sr. AFA(TA): SECR/BSP. 

Sub: Rates for Military Traffic. 
Ref: Railway Board's letter no.TC-1/2020/S/efile/I dated.16.10.2020. 

FTTC-1/2020/8/efile/I dated.l6.10.2020. 
(Corrigendum to Rates Circular No.32 of 2014) STY STETUF S T 

Reference has been received from Defense authority seeking certain 
relaxation in the Tariff applicable in case of Military Traffic. 

The matter has been examined and it has been decided to permit relaxation in 

charging of Coaching Trains and Mix�d trains ( coaching goods) by moditving 
following paras of Rates Circular No.32 of 2014, as given below 

Para 
2.4 Charge for coaching train shall be Charge tor coaching train shall be 

levied for actual number of coaches in jevied for actual number of coaches in 
the train subject to a minimum charge the train subject to a minimum charge for 18 coaches per train. 

Existing Guidelines Revised Guidelines 

or 10 coaches per train. 

This relaxation will be applicable till 
31.03.2021 and post which, the 
charge for coaching train shall be 

levied for actual number of coaches| 
in the tra n subject to a minimum 

charge for 18 coaches train. 
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35 otal charge for mixed train shosld be |otal charge for mixed train should| 
worked 
oaches/ wagons used subject to coaches/wagons used subject 

minimum 
number of coaches /wagons for each wagons ( including a minimum of 

mixed trains. 

number of be worked out for actual number of 

to 
out for actuall 

charge for following minimum charge for 30 bogie 

one coach). 
Number of bogie wagons=25 
Number of coaching vehicles=25This relaxation will remain valid till| 

further advice. 

All other extant guidelines will remain unchanged. 

This issues in consultation with Mechanical and Traffic Transportation 
directorates and with the concurrence of Finance directorate of Ministry of 

Railways. 

All concerned staff please note and act accordingly. 

Digitally signed by TANMAY 
MUKHOPADHYAY 

Date:Mon Oct 19 13:39:45 IST 
2020 

Reason: Approved Dy. Chief Commercial Manager (FS) 


